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Grappling with huge stressed assets in balance sheet, majority of public sector

lenders and some corporate private lenders have applied conservative approached

towards corporate lending. Due to this some of corporate borrowers has resorted to

alternative channel of banking i,e bonds which is growing with a healthy rate of

15%. 
Adjusting for some of facts our calculation state the credit growth will be more than

9% for FY17.
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Demonetization has also certainly impacted the credit growth during second half of

FY17. 

Fastest growing bank in small market cap. Aggressive

expansion will lead to better RoA in mid to long term.

VIJAYABANK

Lowest stress assets among peers with improving

recovery and slippages but higher on valuation.

INDIANB

Healthy capitalization with focus on retail banking. Low

on stress assets but high on valuation.

SBIN Source: RBI Fortnightly bank credit

Relatively good quality of book among large players.

Merger with associates will give strong liability

franchise and better network coverage. 

Answer to this question lies in some fact which can compel us to think seriously

about it. Data by RBI had not incorporated the reasons for lowest credit growth this

year.

Loans which were given to SEBs have been converted into bonds under UDAY

scheme to the tune of Rs 1.7 lakh crore. This alone had impacted the loan book by

more than 2%.

Apart from this there was repayment of loans linked to FCNR deposits which got

redeemed during December quarter which has impacted the book to decline by

around 75 bps.

DCBBANK

Capital raised creates attractive valuation. Recent 

weakness -an opportunity
Non-performing assets has increased by 5 times in just 5 years. Are stressed assets

at peak level or how much more are still left to be recognized?

HDFCBANK Transferring power from bankers to RBI- Will lead to fast resolution of stress assets.

Will this hurt banks autonomy in lending and borrowing?Despite consistent healthy profitability and growth

track record, best is yet to come.

INDUSINDBK Credit Growth at its decades of low !
With strong fundamentals and higher valuation, any

dips in price will give an opportunity.
Fortnightly data by RBI on advances for Indian Banking shows the credit growth at

low of 5.1% in FY17. 

AXISBANK Why the credit growth was in its low of decade? 

Does it mean that there is lack of credit appetite in Indian Economy and growth may 

decline further? 

Near-term pressure on profitability but strong retail

liability franchise give us confidence for mid-long term.
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India at its decades of lowest credit growth, as per data by RBI. How long this

weakness in credit appetite is going to last? YESBANK

Credit growth was 

impacted by 

conversion of loan to 

bonds under 

UDAYscheme, 

repayment of loans 

against FCNR deposits 

and demonetization.
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25-Mar-11 30-Mar-12 31-May-13 28-Mar-14 3-Apr-15 1-Apr-16 31-Mar-17

        64,282         79,788       118,042         97,552         69,227       101,205         53,927 

   3,877,801    4,627,145    5,250,736    6,041,493    6,733,294    7,399,292    7,827,601 

   3,942,083    4,706,933    5,368,778    6,139,045    6,802,521    7,500,497    7,881,528 

Rs in Crore

Nevertheless if we ignore these facts and go by RBI data, then the main question which comes to our 

mind is that- has the credit growth bottomed out for system? 

Recently we interacted with management of various banks under large, mid and small market

capital during latest result via concall and interviews. Their views on credit growth in respective

of their banks and industry were in fact signals for strong growth going forward. 

Management of HDFC Bank, the largest private lenders, indicated that the best is yet to come in

terms of loan growth despite growing more than 19% in FY17. Yes bank and Indusind bank is

target growth of 25% each in FY18.Public Sector- Indian Bank and Vijaya bank recently declared

its March result are also targeting for double digit growth in FY18. Secondly there was huge

capital raised by some of the private banks and some has pipeline for it to strengthen their core

capital ratio to support the loan growth. HDFC Bank despite strong capitalization position plans

to raise Rs 50000 Cr of perpetual debt instrument to provide further strength to its Tier I ratio.

Raising fund at this point of time shows that management is confident of strong loan growth

going forward. However most of public banks are struggling with huge stress assets in their balance sheet due

to which they will be unable to use their full capacity, hence we are of the opinion that the credit

growth in FY18 will be supported by private banks and to some extent few public banks.  

But which are the sectors or area that will drive the credit growth? 

Going by the recent interviews, results and Government initiatives we analyze that credit growth

will be supported by both Capex and working capital loan demand. Under capital expenditure we

analyze credit demand to be supported by areas like roads, cement, railways, renewable energy,

housing, commercial vehicles, consumer durables, and rural demand. Commodity prices has

also picked up which will boost the working capital demand. 

Despite low credit growth in system, listed private banks has grown by 12.3% YoY in December

quarter which shows the continuation of gaining market share from public banks, while credit

growth of public banks has declined by 2.2% for the same period. As on December 2016 private

banks has gained the market share by 3% in a year to 28%. With the weak capitalization and

mounted NPA issue in public banks, we analyze muted credit growth for most of the public

banks. Whereas relatively strong capitalization and less stressed assets, most of the private

sector banks are at sweet spot to cash the opportunity for healthy loan growth.
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FY 11 FY 12 FY 13 FY 14 FY 15 FY 16 3Q FY17

17,905          18,210          20,382          24,184          33,690          55,853          84,409          

2.5% 2.1% 1.8% 1.8% 2.1% 2.8% 4.1%

71,047          112,489        164,462        227,264        278,468        539,956        629,871        

2.3% 3.2% 3.6% 4.4% 5.0% 9.3% 11.5%

88,952          130,699        184,843        251,447        312,158        595,809        714,280        

2.3% 3.0% 3.2% 3.8% 4.3% 7.6% 9.2%

1Q FY16 2Q FY16 3Q FY16 4Q FY16 1Q FY17 2Q FY17 3Q FY17

41030 45362 111529 170534 79735 61528 54218

5969 7884 12647 14396 16847 21400 15550

47000 53247 124176 184930 96582 82927 69768

0.7% 0.8% 1.8% 2.6% 1.3% 1.2% 1.0%

Total Slippages

Are the Non-performing assets at peak level? 
Gross Non-performing assets of listed commercial banks has mounted to the level of Rs 7.14

Lakh Cr in December quarter FY17 from Rs 4, Cr a year back as per our estimates, whereas Net 

non-performing assets has increased to 3.95 Lakh Cr from Rs 2.55 Lakh Cr during the same

period. Net NPA ratio increased to 5.5% against 3.6% a year ago. 

Now the question arises are non-performing assets at peak level?

If not then much more stress assets is still to be recognized?

To answer this, first we will have to know the genesis of such mounted stress assets in Indian

Economy. Our analysis shows that the bulky of stress assets were generated mainly from Iron &

steel, cement, power and mining. NPA generated from these sectors were structural and

operational in nature while some more NPAs were recognized due to willful default in few

accounts. Our analysis shows that banks have recognized most of the bulky stress assets during

last 5 quarters as directed by RBI in its AQR list. While assets quality issues continued to persist

in FY17 but the pace for incremental slippages has slowed down significantly for majority of

banks. Gross slippages during 3Q FY17 were Rs 69,800 Cr against Rs 1,84,900 Cr in 4Q FY16.

Gross slippage ratio has moderated to 96 bps in 3Q FY17 against high of 2.59% in 4Q FY16. In

the latest result of Indian Bank, its management has indicated the GNPA ratio target of below

5% in FY18 against current 7.5%.Most of the results by private sector banks has indicated

towards normal level of NPA going forward. However lately RBI found divergence in

recognition of stress assets among banks from the list provided under AQR which may

impact slippages to rise in some of banks in coming 1 or 2 quarters. However on the back

of our analysis we found that most of the bulky stress assets have been recognized in the

system and slippages in FY18 would be significantly lower than that of FY17.

GNPA

(Rs in Crore)

Slippage Trend

Source: RBI reported excluding foreign banks (3Q FY17 data -Narnolia research)
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Is latest ordinance to empower RBI is the key for fast resolution?
Going forward profit after tax of most of PSU banks and large corporate private lenders depends

on fast resolution of stress assets otherwise it will be most hit by provisions due to ageing

related NPA till FY18. Now fast resolution of stress assets is the key for most of banks. To 

speed up resolution process Government and RBI have introduced a series of reforms in

banking sector like JLF, SDR and S4A but the result were not as per the expectations as banks

were unable to find the buyers for the ownership. Apart from these reforms Government passed

Insolvency and Bankruptcy code 2016. 

Government has also taken certain steps within steel sector to improve its efficiency like

intervention in terms of minimum import price and anti-dumping duty on imports, National steel

policy that favors Indian Steelmakers. We think this type of initiative will be more favorable for

economy and needs more sector specific decision to combat stress assets. 

However in the latest development, Government has passed an ordinance which will empower

RBI to issue borrower specific direction to banks for tackling NPA problem. Now RBI can issue

instructions to banks to initiate the resolution under the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code 2016.

We see this ordinance as welcome step to fasten the resolutions of stress assets as earlier to

this, slow decision-making process under PSU banks were hindering the resolution of large

stress assets. But the basic question remains the same that how this new ordinance will help to

get bank’s money back from stressed corporate borrower? How and when oversight committee

will be formed by RBI? Is there chance of conflict of interest between RBI and management of

bank? How much the haircuts would be taken? Answer to these questions is uncertain as of

now and will take much time for clearance and we analyze that if resolution is delayed than

ageing related NPA will badly hit the PAT in FY18 for big corporate lenders. Also one basic

problem for PSU bank will even persist in terms of low capitalization and any delay or huge

haircuts under resolution process will again impact the capitalization.  

We maintain our positive stance on private banks as they will continue to acquire market share

from public banks thus loan growth will remain healthy going forward. This value migration from

PSU to Private has more legs to go. Continuation of investment in digitization has resulted in

controlled and declining operating expenses hence cost to income ratio is improving. Private

Banks have comparatively much less stress assets against public banks. Healthy capitalization

ratio also helps to increase the business going forward. However for many banks valuation has

run ahead of their fundamentals. But decline in prices will give an opportunity. Our top picks are

HDFC Bank, Federal Bank, Yes Bank and Axis Bank. Apart from this under public sector banks

Indian bank and Vijaya bank were our top picks based on retail business focus, adequate

capital, relatively low stress assets and higher recovery than slippages. This tactical stance of

ours helped us ride the PSU banking rallies over last nine months. First we recommended Indian

Bank at Rs 100 and got neutral near Rs 330 and recommended Vijaya Bank at Rs 48 and now

we have changed our rating to neutral for Vijaya Bank at Rs 98. Both Indian Bank and Vijaya

Bank are trading at P/B of 1.0 and do not leave much on table in context of current fundamental.

At this point, we recommend Buy only on SBI among PSU Banks as it has relatively better

quality of book and capital ratio than its peers. Merger will be key monitorable for the bank.
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